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SBC announces fund allocations

Volume 101. Issue 137
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Actress returns
to namesake
theater

Organization leaders reveal mixed reactions about next year's distribution

Eva Marie Saint pays

By Megan Schmidt
Senior Reporter

tribute to mentor,
performs for BG

Some surprises were in store
last week when the Student
Budget Committee released its
funding recommendations for
the 2007-08 school year for student organizations.
With 160 organizations
requesting a total of more than
$1 million, some groups have
expressed excitement with
their recommendations, while
others disappointment.

community | Page 3

Duke selective
housing breeds
disturbances
A report finds college
living communities
may foster exclusivity
and trouble | Page 3

Letters sent hy SBC to each
student organization stated the
committee had approximately
S486.000 to allocate this year to
campus organizations — less
than half of the combined total
requested by all organizations.
Forsomeorganizations.such
as the College Republicans, this
meant having funding significantly slashed in comparison
to last year's recommendation.
"Not only is it insulting but
it is an absolute disgrace," said
College Republicans President

Dan I.ipian of the $5,250 SBC
recommended for his organization. Lipian said the group
requested $23,500.
"1 think SBC was looking
for any measure they could
to slash funds from organizations, and our organization in
particular, given the amount of
money we received last year,"
I.ipian said.
The College Republicans
received a recommendation of
$14,550 last year — $12,000 of
which the organization used

to fund its Ted Nugent spring
speaker event last month.
"We organized $28,000 for
that speaker and we raised
the extra $16,000 on our own,"
I.ipian said. "We've done two
or three times as much work
this year as we did last year."
But Clint Stephens, interim
coordinator of student organizations for OCI, said SBC did
not consider how much money
an organization received last
See BUDGET | Page 7

Storm batters
East coast,
grounds flights

SBC FUNDING FOR
CAMPUS GROUPS
University Activities
Organization - $185,000
Grad Student Senate - $40,000
Undergrad Student Senate

J33.0OO
Men's Rugby - $16,665
Men's Ice Hockey - $15,000
Vision - $13,550
Gospel Choir -$12 730
BG 24 News- I"025
Honors Student Assn. -$10,460
Women's Rugby - $10375

Rally raises

Heavy rain and thunder

violence

results in 'worst coastal

Do you lock your
doors at night?.

flooding in 14 years'
from Florida to New
England | Page 5
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Softball team
sweeps weekend

awareness
By Christy Johnson
Reporter

When students take a vacation, the burglars' work is

BG defeats Miami
and Ball State,

just beginning

bringing its record to
2361 Page 9

BG baseball 2-3
against Toledo
The Falcons' record
falls to 14-19 as they
battle inconsistency
at the plate | Page 9

.

By Tim Sampson
Reporter

Crime never takes a holiday, even in Bowling Green.

#'

In recent years, the Bowling ('.reen Police Division has seen sporadic
changes in burglary rates, and in many cases off-campus students
have been the target.
In 2006, there were 14 burglary arrests in Bowling Green, down 10
from 2005. But just a few years before, from 2002 to 2003, burglary
arrests jumped from 13 to an all-rime high of 34.
So far in 2007 the division has made just four arrests, compared with
seven at this time last year.
According to Bowling Green Police Lt. Tony 1 letrick. these fluctuations follow no real pattern.
"I wouldn't say that these changes are significant," I letrick said.
"You're going to have years where things are lower or where things
arc higher."
There arc a number of factors that can influence overall burglary
rates, Hctrick said.
In a town as small as Bowling Green, the presence of a pair of serial
burglars several years ago managed to single-handedly increase the
overall rates.
"After we caught these two guys we saw the number of burglaries
drop right away," I letrick said.
Another factor can be the weather. Hetrick said recent snow
and frigid temperatures may explain why numbers have been

/
Dem. candidate
'outpaced' in
money contest
Kucinich trails Clinton,
Obama after seeking
small donations from
a broad base of
supporters | Page 8

Russian police
beat protestors
Demonstrators in
St. Petersburg face
detainment after
challenging Russia's

fl

See CRIME!

popular president
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| Page 8
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The struggle to end domestic
violence and tape led students,
faculty and community members
to the 3rd annual "Take Back the
Night" rally and march Saturday
Approximately lOO men and
women headed to the lawn near
University Hall to listen to musicians and speakers and share
personal stories about domestic
violence;
Domestic violence and ra|X' is
becoming increasingly more prevalent in America, when' one out
of every six women experiences
sexual assault and one out of
every four women will face some
sort of domestic violence during
her lifetime.
Women of color are even more
likely to experience domestic violence or rape, said limily Kesnik,
president of the Organization for
Women's Issues, which sponsored
the event
The event was geared toward
making people more aware of the
violence against women and the
tide, "Take Back the Night." is an
ode to the fear women may have
walking the streets alone at night
fearing an attacker could be lurking around the comer.
1 listorically. the topic of domestic violence has been swept under
the rug and was not discussed in a
public fonim.
This year, everyone who attended was allowed to take part in
the march, which has not been
done in previous years where only
women were allowed to march.
"I love the march, because the
march makes me fed the most
empowered, we arc demanding our voices he heard." slid
loelle Ruby Ryan, president of
Transcendence.
Even though men do not have
to deal with near as much domestic violence, they serve an impnrtant role as allies.
An ally is someone who has not

BGNEWS

What did you think
of the weather this
weekend?

See VIOLENCE | Page 2

Univ. ups price of birth control

Auction of Oprah's dress benefits BGSU

By Janeen Morgan

"

By Christy Johnson
Reporter
JOHN GENTILE,
Junior, Supply Chain
Management
"Typical northern

Ohio." | Page 4

I

TODAY
Sunny/Wind
High: 54, Low: 35

£

I

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 59, Low: 36

k

Who knew that a used little
black dress could raise so much
money.
At the 40th Anniversary of the
William T. Jerome Library, Oprah
Winfrey's dress did just that, being
auctioned off to highest bidder
for $7,500.
All of the money raised by the
dress will go to the library.
"People know the University
needs money for scholarships and athletics, but we [the
libraryl also rely on the generosity of the community," said KeUy
Broughton, co-interim dean of
University Libraries, after the
dress was auctioned off.
About 200 people came to celebrate the library's anniversary

and bid on items to help raise
money for the library's future.
"1 think we sold every single one of our auction items,"
Broughton said.
The importance of the library
to the University and its students
was the predominant theme
of the night. Guests showed
up ready and willing to bid on
silent auction items as well as
Oprah's dress because they knew
it would benefit BGSU.
"The library is the center of it all
at BG, it is a place where knowledge grows and our character
is truly defined," said University
President Sidney Ribeau.
The auction was held on the
8th floor of the library, which was
decorated with a musical theme.
See LIBRARY I
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Reporter

The cost of preventing birth now
comes at a higher price.
According to the Deficit
Reduction Act of 2005, the prices of birth control have almost
doubled, and as pan of the act,
Medicaid took away incentives for
phannaceutical companies to discount prices to universities across
the country.
The legislation intended to
focus on Medicaid, the main federal health insurance program
available to the poor.
Before the act was even put into
place, pharmaceutical companies
typically sold drugs at deep discounts to a range of health care
providers. This meant the price of
birth control for college students
would be less since there were dis-

lAURf N SHINOCtUR ' THE BGNEWS
BIG EVENT: At the celebration of the
40th Anniversary of Jerome Library Oprah's
Little blade dress was up lor auction

counts from the companies.
Now, new regulations limit
nominal best price transactions
the manufacturers were permitted
to exclude from the calculation
of their best and average manufacturer prices, which determine
their Medicaid reimbursement
rates. Since this new regulation
would take place, the price would
now IK- more for birth control.
Because another intent of
the legislation was to maximi/e
manufacturer rebates to the
states for medications purchased
by Medicaid recipients, this act
affected all other state colleges and
universities.
"BGSU has increased prices
to mirror all oilier college health
services," said Cindy Puffer, head
pharmacist for the University's
See HEALTH | Page 2
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BLOTTER
FRIDAY

resident and his friends had been
cleaning the apartment and threw
dirty water over the balcony.

HEALTH
From Page 1

6:50 A.M.-3:13 P.M.
Three mailboxes reported
smashed on Conneau! Avenue
1135 A.M.
Bee bottle reported thrown at
a vehicle at Al Smith Chrysler
Dodge on North Mam Street,
causing $1,000 in damage.
3:39 P.M.
East Napoleon Road resident
reported someone had used her
credit card number to purchase
items online and attempted to
get a loan
3:52 P.M.
Kayak, value $1,000. reported
stolen from a vehicle parked in a
Gustm Avenue driveway
4 52 P.M.
Mark A Demecs. 49. of Toledo.
arrested for theft at Kroger on
North Mam Street after witnesses reported he concealed $9178
of baby formula under his shirt
According to police reports, he
ran away when a manager tried
to confront him and was eventually held down by employees.
644 P.M.
James W Sorg, 58. of Bowling
Green, arrested for two counts
of bad checks after a warrant
was issued. He was taken to the
Wood County Justice Center
on $20,000 bond
7:04 P.M.
South Mercer Road resident
reported fraud after she tried to
purchase a camera on eBay and
never received the digital camera, value $899.99.
8:21 P.M.
Third Street resident reported
his neighbors were urinating
off the balcony When police
arrived, they learned the other

MECCA
Management Inc,

11:45 P.M.
John R Feichtner. 20. of Cleveland,
cited for using a fake ID manufactured in Canada at Ziggy Zoomba's
on East Wooster Street.

SATURDAY
12:23 A.M.
Peter S Rippee. 19. of Medina.
Ohio, cited for using a fate ID at
Ziggy Zoomba's on East Wooster
Street
12 28 A.M.
Benjamin R. Hennmg, 19. of
Curtice. Ohio, arrested for public
unnation at a Campbell Hill Road
apartment complex.
12:37 AM.
Brian M. Murawski. 20. of Holland.
Ohio, arrested for prohibited acts
and misrepresentation to obtain
alcohol at Ziggy Zoomba's on East
Wooster Street.
203 AM.
Steven I Howard. 19. of Cleveland.
cited for public unnation in Lot 1
218 A.M.
Amber J Medina. 27 of Bowling
Green, arrested for fighting in a
North Prospect Street parking lot.
2:29 AM.
Thomas Michael Oestnke. 24. of
Flat Rock. Mich., given a civil citation for public urination in Lot 1.
3:35 AM.
Patient in the emergency room at
Wood County Hospital on West
Wooster Street reported being
assaulted near Taco Bell on East
Wooster Street

*

Read a lull version of the blotter online |
bgnews.com

Student health center. "We had
lit) choice bul to pass on the
hjgha prices ID our students."
hitler also said the Senate
Finance Committee staffers
have noted the omission of
college and University health
services. Ii was an oversight
in the legislation and was not
mean) to Intentionally exclude
the transactions.
The staffers also stated
there was already flexibility in
the existing legislation for the
(enters for Medicaid and
Medicaid Services to provide
a remedy. One alternative to
their remedy is to change the
legislation, bul while the committee is in the process of milking changes, the cost of birth
control will remain high.
Students are dealing with the
changes although some don't
agree
I have to pay my co-pay
which is almost S30 a month,"
saiil lennifer Hunt, junior.
"Hiisically, everything is going
up because of inflation in the
economy."
The increase in cost of birth
control pills might deter some
students from buying the contraceptive,
"Students are not happy
about this change," l'uffersaid.
11 icy feel the price increase
will mil dissuade them from
purchasing the product but the
Impact is noticeable."
Places like The I'harm,
that sell birth control, haven't
noticed a big increase in cost.
"I haven't seen that much
of an increase, only from $2
to S4," said Debbie Bcrickanp.
manager at The I'harm on
North Main Street

BOAT LOADS OF
CHOICES... CHECK OUT
OUR
APARTMENT LISTING

WWW.MECCABG.COM

BURGLARY ARRESTS IN BOWLING GREEN

CRIME

The graph shows the differences in arrests by year. 2001 was the
highest with 54 arrests and 2002 saw a drop of 21 arrests, with 13.

F-;

lower so far.
"Nobody likes to go out when it's
nasty — even burglars," he said.
Hut the most dependable influence on burglary rates is whether
or not the University is in session.
"We tend to see a spike during
vacations," I letrick said. "Students
leave their stuff in their apartments
and burglars know this."
Students are often prime targets
because they tend to own expensive electronic devices like stereos
and computers. And because
many live in large apartment complexes, it is difficult to tell who lives
there and who is a stranger.
When the University goes on
vacation and many students leave
for home, their deserted apartments become prime targets
As a result, the police usually
increase patrols when school is
not in session.
"While the University is on
break, we will step up surveillance in areas of student housing," I letrick said. "But unfortunately we never know when
we've prevented a burglary. So
it's one of those things where
you never know how effective
it's going to be."
Because of the increased risk
for apartment dwellers, many
local landlords and property
managers place a high priority
on security.
"You're always concerned
about the safety of your tenants,"
said Chris Ostrowski, president
of the Wood County Apartment
Association and leasing agent for
Winthrop Terrace apartments.

34
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Source: Bowling Green Police Division
lie said vigilance is the key.
In addition to having secure
doors and windows and making
sure parking lots and sidewalks
are well lit, he said some of his
employees live in the apartments
to keep an eye on things.
Ostrowski also advises his tenants to keep their eyes open.
"Students should just be on the
lookout and make sure they get
to know their neighbors so they
know who they can trust," he
said.
Some students who do live
off campus say burglary is not a
major concern.
"We never really worry about
il," said senior lacob Miley. "We
keep our doors unlocked a lot of
the time."
But I letrick said this is not a
good idea.
"Often times students come
from towns where it's customary

to leave doors unlocked," he said.
"But that's how a lot of break-ins
occur."
In addition to keeping doors
and windows secure, Hetrickalso
advises students leaving town on
vacation to use automatic timers
on their lights, ask a neighbor to
keep an eye on things and to take
any expensive electronics with

VIOLENCE

CITY
BRIEF

NATION
EFS

experienced rape, domestic
violence or assault, but is interested in fighting for the cause;
someone who uses their voice
to create a better world, Resnik
said.
Sophomore Phil Boda, acting as an ally, tried to get people
to come to the event through
Facebook invitations and
word-of-mouth.
"If we can't sit there for a
couple of hours a year to speak
Oil an issue that's becoming an
epidemic, if we can't be then'
for women, then what are we
doing here?" Boda said.

Party leads to arrests

Gonzales speaks out

From I

them.
Taking these preventative
measures is important because
many burglaries will frequently
go unsolved
I letrick said there is usually
little physical evidence left at the
crime scene, and unless there are
eyewitnesses to identify the culprit, the police are often unable
to make an arrest.
"Probably in a majority of cases
no one is ever arrested or identified," Hetrick said. "That's why
prevention is necessary."

Eight people, including three

WASHINGTON (AP)-Attorney

juveniles, were arrested at a party on

General Alberto Gonzales. fighting to

Clough Street Friday night

save his job. said in prepared Senate testimony yesterday he has "nothing to hide"

Craig Patrick Frederick. 20.
of Adrian. Mich, and Matthew S.

in the Imngs of eight federal prosecutors

Grimsley. 19. of Canton. Ohio, were

but claimed a hazy memory about his

arrested for public urination.

involvement in them
Two Republican senators said Gonzales

The resident Ryan M. Jodway. 25.

has yet to shore up his credibility amid

of Medina. Ohio, was arrested for
nuisance party violations Kristin M.

shifting explanations of his role in the

Wenzinger. 20. of Miller City. Ohio.

dismissals Vice President Dick Cheney

Peggy M Zeligson. 18. of Auburn.

reaffirmed White House support for the

Ohio and Justina T. Pham. 18. of

attorney general - but left it to Gonzales

Defiance. Ohio, were arrested for

to defend himself to lawmakers who have

underage under the influence

called for his resignation.
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EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME. 1
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.
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Strengthen your personal skills and receive
cash bonuses and money lor college if you
quality, you can receive a $40,000 Enlistment
Bonus, $65,000 College Loan Repayment or
more than $71,000 from the Army College
Fund. Find out more at G0ADMY.COM or
1 800 USA ARMY

Discover 200+
ways to become
Army Strong
by visiting
GoArmy.com

Call SFC Wayne Robinson at 419-352-7541

Benefits of the Job
• Resume Builder

^H
j^E

*

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES
2 bedroom, 1 "2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, dishwasher

• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So or Jr Business or IPC major

• Own transportation
• Detailed oriented

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE
AND RECEIVE
A DEPOSIT SPECIAL
$50.00 PER PERSON
AND WASHER/DRYER

• Interested m advertising
or sales career

offer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/071

Apply in person
Pick up application

^H

102 North Main St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402

The BG News has a fall opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

• Real World Experience

Si
H
^H

M-F 900 a.m. - 600 p.m. or by appointment

www.wriabt.edu/laka • S(M)-2i7-U77

Got Sweet Skills?

B

W. A> -~

at 204 West Hall

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm

Bring resume if available
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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GET A LIFE

Eva Marie Saint honors
former University professoi
By Gin., Potthof f
Reporter

Actress Eva Marie Saint returned
to the University to visit the
theater that bears her name on
Saturday and performed with
her husband, producer and
director Jeffrey I layden.
"It's been said you can't go
home again but you can go back
to your alma mater," Saint said.
The award-winning actress,
who
graduated
from
the
University in 1946, paid tribute
to her former teacher and mentor, Bidet) Smith. Saint became
emotional when discussing her
past professor and his upcoming memorial service.
Saint said Smith was the first
to encourage her to get involved
in acting and convinced her to
try out for her first acting role
in the University play titled
"Personal Experience."
The couple performed "On the
Divide: An Afternoon with Willa
Gather" while standing beside
each other at separate podiums
in boot of a forest tree background. The setting was fitting,
since they were paying tribute

to Cather's works that include
basic themes of land, rural versus city folk and freedom.
The couple chose two of
Cather's works to recite to
an audience of more than
400 people. The event lasted
about two hours, with a short
intermission.
"I couldn't think of a better way to spend my Saturday
afternoon,"
said
Cheryl
Windisch, a life-long Bowling
Cireen resident.
Windisch described the performance as
"captivating."
She said she found the synergy between the couple to be a
delight.
Windisch came to see Saint,
whom her father had known
when he was a student at the
University. Windisch, like Saint,
also had Smith as a professor in
college.
"It wasn't what I expected,"
said Angela Stein, a junior who
attended the event for her theater class.
"I've never been to anything
like it before."
There was also a benefit performance to raise money for

MCT
DURHAM, \.C. — In the
Wayne Manor section of (Hike's
Wannamakerdonn. garbage cans
arc stuffed with empty cases of
Busch light beer. Rooms with lofted Ixils. couches and flat-screen
TVs burst with people When the

residents thiDwabesh.
The 42 residents of Wayne
Manor — an all-male social group
similar to a fraternity — appear
to have little in common with the
nine students in I-den's Arts I MenuI louse, which is smaller, co-ed and
less likely to host an all-iainpus
parry. Bui these groups — and 22
others recognized by Duke—have
a common cause: Their ways of life
are targeted lor extinction.
The "selective living groups" an'

Students with similar interests who,
with the university's help, establish
communities by living together
in blocks of dorm rooms. These
groups have certain perks. They
can rent a grili from the university
for a cookout. for example, or get a
couple hundred dollars for a group
activity.
Most important, according
to the recently released Campus
Culture Initiative report, they dictate the campus social scene by
virtue of the turf they inhabit.
Work on the culture report
began soon after three Duke
lacrosse players were charged in
Match 2006 with sexually assaulting a woman hired to dance at a
team petty
The rcpon recommends that
these groups no longer receive
preferential housing treatment

Sanecv ' Uk RO

Union Lobby

Eva Marie

6 81
How 2: Bar Basics and
Mixology

She petformed at
BGSU Saturday

J14 Union

with her husband

the Eva Marie Saint Scholarship
Fund in the hopes of giving
out two scholarships per year
instead of one.
Tickets, which were essentially donations to the fund,
ranged from S50 to S150, with
a separate reception afterwards
for the more expensive ticket
holders.
Sarah Turner, the theater
business manager, said Saint
requested all students get
in free.
"We hope to attract talented students to the program,"
Turner said.
Highlights of the BCi alumna's career include winning
an Academy Award for "On
the Waterfront" and an Emmy
for "People Like Us." She has
also appeared in the recent
films "Superman Returns" and
"Because of Winn Dixie."

On Duke's West Campus — where
more than half of Duke's undergraduates live — about 30 percent
of beds are assigned to selective
living groups. These students are
ovenvhelmingly male and many
are in fraternities. The result is
inequitable room assignment that
fosters exclusivity and cliques, the
report concludes.
Such conclusions have many
members on edge.
Tom Adelman, a junior with
Wayne Manor, acknowledges that
selective living groups can breed a
form ol exclusivity. But, he argues,
isn't that the point?
To Adelman and many oilier
members of these groups there is
value in living among friends.
"There'salways somebody willing to do something witli you."

■ '.ligviedu

Silent Dinner

Saint

College housing may encourage cliques
By Eric F«rr»ri

CALENDAR Of EVEN1S

MIKEDEDER
QUESTIONS ANSWERED: Vivian Stringer, center, coach of the Rutgers women's
basketball learn, slands with her players and Rutgers officials to answer questions on the
campus in New Brunswick. N. J. The learn was honored by the Rutgers board ol governors for their second place finish in the NCAA tournament.

Capture the Flag
Conklin Lawn

New Music Ensemble:
Ballroom Bash

Rutgers wary of threats

Union Ballroom
By Ebenezer Samuel

NBV YORK — Rutgers center Kin Vuughn was supposed
to take the train and then the
subway from New Brunswick,
N.I., to her home in the Bronx.
and maybe go shopping with
her mother, Aja Ellington. Don
Imus had been fired; that chapter seemed closed.
That was before Ellington
watched the Friday evening
local news. During the telecast, she heard that the Lady
Scarlet Knights had received
death threats. Immediately,
her thoughts turned to her
daughter.
"It'sscarv situations,"Ellington
said.
Inastatement.Hiitgersathlctic
director Bob Mulcahy said: "We
are not addressing the negative

e-maQs and/or calls received." I Itadded thai ii the school decided
that any were "serious enough,
our police would handle it."
Women's basketball team
spokeswoman Slam lliannsaiil
any negative calls or e-mails had
IHH'II "lew and far between." She

Students for Organ
Donation
209 Olscamp

estimated the entire team had
received a dozen.
Mill. Ellington and Vaughn
changed their plans Friday
night Instead of riding the train,
Vaughn was picked up at Rutgers
h\ a relative Saturday. And there
was no mother-daughter shopping — for Vaughn's safety, tinpair staved at home with lirian
Barker, Ellington's husband and
Vaughn's stepfather.
"Her face has been all over
TV" Ellington said aboiu why the
family slaved home. "I spoke to
her I Saturday morning] and she's
okay. But that's my baby girl."

! RANDOM
!
**TRUE
I

In ancient Rome,
it was considered
a sign of leadership

I

to be born with

I

a crooked nose

I
I
I

DAILY ADVISING TIP

tjgnetoa
bat
com

It you haven't yet registered i«»r your Fall 2007 classes,

DO IT TODAY!

Sponsored h\ Advising Network

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008

Adelman said

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET-AtThurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Petson Rate- $465
One Year - One Petson Rate - 5400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

825 THIRD STREET - Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year • One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $370

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

2007

831 SEVENTH
Furn. ot Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

Registration begins for:

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year • Two Person Rate $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

March 19
March 21
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 16
April 20

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year -Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

505CLOUGH.se/iim/KJntoi.

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 HeaKh Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year - Two Person Rate $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn, or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year • Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a S250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755, 777 Manville

• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

Register using My.BGSU.edll

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offfices/registrar

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
Phone419-372-4444

. .-JOHN

.

NEWLOVE
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• I" Li' I' 18 SS 'I 'II

319 E Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across Frorr Taco Bell;
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sal 8:30-5:00
www johnnewloverealestate com

'We've got a place for everyone!"

I

OP

"My initial reaction is no (they should not be allowed in). - Australian
Prime Minister John Howard, saying Friday that HIV-positive immigrants or refugees
should not be allowed to enter Australia, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Whatdidyouthinkoftheweatherthisweekend?
"I was hurt and

"I was shocked and

"It sucked because

"The only predictable

appalled by it

confused by it."

my sib was here."

weather is that it'll

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

snow in April."

because it played

k

todays People On The

with my emotions."

Street? Or a suggestion for
SARAH MOLLOHAN.
Junior. IPC

BREYANA LOWE,
Senior. Broadcast
Journalism

ASHAGRAYSON.
Junior. Apparel
Merchandising

MATTACHMOODY.
Sophomore. Marketing

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewstom.

conservatives today need to
re-evaluate what's important

\s someone who considers
himself conservative, the cuncnl
stated the Republican Party is
obviously troubling to mo. After a
decade of having near-complete
control of Congress, too many
conservative lawmakers had fallen prey to the maxim that "power
corrupts." As scandal after scandal surfaced(Tbm Delay. Mark
I nicy, lack Ahranioll. and locally.
lom Noel, it became dear that
(tongress needed some fresh
laics. I helieve that it was due to
the absolute disregard of dvic
responsibility by these men and
others In the Republican Party,
and not a paradigm shift to
the left by the American populace, that led to overwhelming
I )einocratic victories in the 2(KHi
elections.
When George W. Bush
was elected in 2000, he often
described himself as a "compassionate conservative." Alter eight
years in office, he doesn't really
use that term anymore, hut think
for a minute about what "compassionate conservatism" was
supposed lo he. I lere is how he
summed it up: "It is compassion
ale lo actively help our citi/ens in
need ll is conservative to insist
on accountability and results."
Basically, it was supposed to
keep the parts of conservatism
[hat waul government money to
be spent responsibly, and throw
away the rniserly, penny-pinching parts. Ftinny enough, the
way that the Hush presidency

has gone, things have made a
complete u-tuni. When was the
last time that Democrats were
the ones pushing for a balanced
budget?
So the compassionate conservative idea didn't work. I lowever.
some of its ideas are worth
keeping, fcirticularly the word
"compassionate," even if it isn't
in the sense that Mr. Hush used
it. Too often, I think, conservatives lend to label and ostracize
other people in a "holier than
thou" sort of way. At its greatest
extent this leads to exactly what
conservatives are supposed to
Stand against: the federal government getting more involved
in the lives of private citizens.
Case in point: proposed constitutional amendments banning
gay marriage, listening to phone
calls and reading e-mails of
citizens without needing a valid
reason. Both of these involve
more government regulation
and bureaucracy, not less. That
certainly is not conservative.
Conservatives need a reformation of sorts for this coming
presidential election. Issues have
been raised about potential
Republican candidates Rudy
Giuliani and Mitt Homney.
(liuliani has been divorced a
couple of limes, and Homney is a
Mormon. Granted, conservatives
do have other issues with these
two men, but certainly the facts
that I have just stated have been
mentioned as reasons why they
might be unciectable, and I just
can't stand it. Getting divorced,
even more than once, does not
make a person unqualified to be
President I know plenty of people who have been divorced who
have a great deal more character
than almost any politician.

"Too often, I think,
conservatives tend
to label and ostracize
other people in a
'holier than thou
sort of way."
As for Romney's Mormon
faith, why is this still an issue?
Almost half a century ago John
I: Kennedy had to answer questions about his Catholicism. He
had prophetic words in the same
speech in which he said, "I do
not speak for my Church on public matters and my Church does
not speak for me." Here is what
he said in September of 1960:
"For while this year it may be a
Catholic against whom the finger
of suspicion is pointed, in other
years it has been, and may someday be again, a lew, or a Quaker,
or a Unitarian, or a Baptist. It was
Virginia's harassment of Baptist
preachers, for example, that
helped lead to Jefferson's statute
of religious freedom. Today I may
be the victim, but tomorrow it
may be you, until the whole fabric of our harmonious society is
ripped at a time of great national
peril." Prophetic words indeed.
Religious lielief, or lack
thereof, should never be a
prerequisite for public office.
Conservatives need to understand this in order for conservatism to continue to be relevant
in today's political world.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER!
E-MAIL EDITION
Too busy to hit the
newsstand' Get The BG
News in your e-mail!

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

WEB POLL
Check out our weekly
opinion poll and make
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Imus controversy does
nothing to settle real issues

Sendcomnie^ts to ftendan Keep at
kepb@bgsuedu

mcamlilln

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated dat'y
with stones from the paper
and online extras.
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"Unacceptable," says Angela
Bun Murray of Essence
Magazine. I am "deeply hurt,"
says National Association of
Black Journalists president
Bryan Monroe. "Disgusting,"
claims Condoleezza Rice.
"Sorry," says Don Imus.
Of course, his apology was
far too little and too late to
stave off the explosion of disapproving chatter that would
eventually lead to the radio
host being fired from NBC. In
fact, following Imus' on-air
gaffe in which he referred to
the Rutgers women's basketball team as "nappy-headed
hos," just about anyone loud
enough and willing to express
the requisite outrage was
dragged onto news programs
to air their take on just how
"outraged" they were about
the comment. Many competed to prove they were more
outraged than anyone else on
the topic.
If the women of the Rutgers
basketball team are the losers in this situation, NBC and
the other news stations must
be the winners. NBC initially
took heat for being the network to televise Imus' comments. They quickly made
lemonade out of that lemon
by running the item as their
main story for the next week
and a half. Imus is making
NBC more money after being

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LISA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
AUSON KEMP, FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR
TIFFANY GORBY, COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER, SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD, PULSE EDITOR
JASON RENTNER. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD, DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE, ONLINE EDITOR

fired than he was when his
show played on MSNBC. The
other networks have all followed suit, providing endless
commentary from countless
pundits who are all desperate to help the unenlightened
to interpret sueh a eomplex
and multi-faceted issue. The
best part is that its sort of
a sports story too so even
ESPN can get in on the game.
Meanwhile, Rutgers coach
Vivian Stringer who claims
Imus' comments robbed
her team of their "moment"
appears poised to turn the
incident into a book deal.
Some say this overwhelming coverage is evidence of
a beneficial aspect of the
media in which it acts as a
watchdog on thorny topics
such as race. To be sure, the
issue points up racial tensions that exist so close to the
surfaee in American society.
Nevertheless, it would seem
that the final arbiter of political correctness in America
today is not journalism or
public outcry but advertising
dollars and marketing agents'
fear of finding themselves on
the wrong side of a debate on
race or any other controversial issue.
While Imus' comments,
simultaneously racist and
sexist, are clearly the words
of an aging and increasingly
irrelevant shock jock, the issue
has done little toward alleviating or even raising awareness of real social injustice.
Reminiscent of the reaction
to Michael Richards' on-stage
meltdown, the Imus issue has
heightened raeial tensions and

"While Imus'
comments... are
clearly the words
of an aging and
increasingly
irrelevant shock
jock, the issue has
done little toward
alleviating or even
raising awareness of
real social injustice."
further circumscribed the discourse on race in this country.
What can't be said and by
whom is becoming clearer
every day. Unfortunately,
race will never cease to be a
problem in this country if no
one is willing to speak about
it. The media and civil rights
watchdogs have expended
so much energy establishing
what is out of bounds that
they may have little impetus
toward finding some common ground between races
on which sensitive issues can
be sincerely addressed. Don
Imus found out the hard way
the consequences of crossing
the boundaries on racial dis-
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be (ewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS ate longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

1

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered (or
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Storm system hits eastern U.S. causing havoc
By K»r«n Matthews
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - A powerful
nor'easter pounded the East
with wind and pouring rain
yesterday, grounding airlines
and threatening to create some
of the worst coastal flooding in
14 years.
The storm also flooded people out of their homes in the
middle of the night in West
Virginia. Other inland states
faced a threat of heavy snow.
One person was killed as
dozens of mobile homes were
destroyed or damaged by
wind in South Carolina. The
storm system already had
been blamed for five deaths on
Friday in Kansas and Texas.
TheCoast Guard had warned
mariners to head for port
because wind up to 55 mph
was expected to generate seas
up to 20 feet high, Petty Officer
Etta Smith said yesterday in
Boston.
Airlines canceled more than
350 flights at the New York
area's three major airports,
said Steve Coleman, a spokesman for the Port Authority of
New York and New lersey. More

cancellations were expected
throughout the day.
The storm also rained out
yesterday's
Washington
Nationals game with the
New York Mets at New York's
Shea Stadium, the Pittsburgh
Pirates home game against San
Francisco, the Houston Astros
at Ph i ladelph ia, the Kansas City
Royals at Baltimore, and the
Los Angeles Angels at Boston,
Last weekend, snow dumped
by another major storm system
wiped out scheduled MarinersIndians games at Cleveland for
four straight days.
Heavy rain and thunderstorms extended from Florida
up the coast to New England
yesterday. Wind gusted to 71
mph at Charleston, S.C., the
weather service said.
Storm warnings and watches
were posted all along the East
Coast, with flood warnings
extending from North Carolina
to the New York area. Winter
storm warnings were in effect
for parts of New England and
eastern New York state.
Meteorologists
expected
sustained wind of 40 mph
and a storm surge of 3 to 5
feet, a combination that could

Prisoners file suit over
mosquito bites
DENVER (AP)
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each mosquito's bite wi mid
or serious boc.il1.
Prison officials sard no <
of West Nile virus have ever bo*'
m*the pnson population and inn
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provided mosquito repellant

cause as much coastal damage
to New York's Long Island as
a winter storm that wreaked
havoc there in late 1992, Gov.
Eliot Spitzer said.
Ferry service to Fire Island,
off the south shore of Long
Island, was halted, and New

Corzine was injured Thursday
when his SUV crashed on the
Garden State Parkway, after his
vehicle was hit by another vehicle
that swerved to avoid a pickup
truck, sending the governors' SUV
into a guard rail.
The M) year-old governor, who
was apparently not wearing his
seat Ix'lt in the front passengers
seat, broke his leg, 12 ribs, his
breastbone and suffered a broken
collarbone lie also had a head
laceration and a minor fracture on
a lower vertebra.
The governor has already
undergone two surgeries on his
badly broken leg and a third is
expected today.

man said.
Corzine's three children and
his girlfriend visited the governor
and were pleased with his progress, spokesman Anthony Coin

said. I X'spite his sedation, (torzine
has been able to communicate to

some degree, Coley said.
The governor, who remains
in critical condition, underwent
a procedure to remove fluid that
had collected outside his left lung.
The procedure, which lasted less
than 15 minutes, is common for
patients who sustain a nunibci
of rib fractures and doctors said it
was successful, ( ole\ said.

QUINC ■
charged with setting a house on I
western Illinois early yesterday ai
live children, police said

DEVASTATION: Streets aie shown underwater in Danville. WVa. yesterday, alter overnight storms flooded many out of their homes ii
Southern West Virginia A powerful nor'easter pounded the East with wind and pouring ram yesterday.

governor

was beginning to respond to people yesterday as he recovers from
an SUV crash that left him on a
ventilator with a dozen broken
ribs and a severely Fractured leg.
among other injuries, his spokes-

Man charged in arson
fire, killing five children
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New Jersey

(J\MDEN, N.|.—Gov. Ion Conine

burgai

prisons sued. S3) |
contacting West Nfevii i
eases alter they were bitten rep* il
mosquitoes and suffered "the en I
and mental distress of .■.■ |

York City opened nine emergency storm shelters in floodprone locations. Spitzei sent
3,200 National Guard members
to potential Hood areas,
Some residents of low-lying
areas along the New lersey
shore packed up to leave.

This is going to be bad,"
Shaun Rheinheimer said as
he moved furniture to higher spots at his house on New
lersey's Cedar Bonnet Island.
St reels were flooded and waves
splashed over bulkheads into

Senate President Richard (xxley,
who is acting governor as Corzine
recovers, said he would not
promote his own agenda while
Corzine recovers. New ]crsc\ docs
not have a lieutenant governor.
"One of the tough things here
is 1 don't know how long it's going
to be," Codey told Hie Record of
Bergen County.
The accident comes as Corzine's
administration was heading into
its second budget tattle with the
Legislature, pushing a $33 billion
budget that included big property
tax rebates.
I le also has plans to shore up
the pension system and to raise
money for the state by selling state
assets like the New |erse\ Turnpike
and the Garden State Parkway,
when" the crash occurred.
Corzine had been on his way
to a meeting at his mansion in
Princeton between radio show
host Don Imus and the Rutgers
women's basketball team.

Sign Up Before April 31st to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent

Four other people, 11
fighter, were injured in if''
bodies of four boys an..: a
8 months to 10 yeais - found on tl>e
second story wen |
officials said

backyards.

New Jersey governor begins recovery after SUV crash
By Marycliire Dale
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mg potential lite sentences in Colorado
say their lives have bee I
mosquitoes

ZacharyQ NV I
with five
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count of arson, police said

Bank president to keep
job in spite of problems
WASHIN

rCN.AI

World Bank Pre idem
yesterday he will stay on I
out the banks mi isionl
around the world.
"The bank has important work to do
and I will continue to d
news conference winding up am
the steering committee for the i
the International Monetai
There have been calls for Wf 11 *
to resign as the head of the 185
lending organization o.i f ■
in a huge pay increase awarded I
female friend

CRASH: A New Jersey state trooper works the scene of a crash where New Jersey Gov
Jon S Corzine was injured last Thursday in Galloway Township. N J

*We have to ensure thai'
effectively carry out its mandate and
maintain its credibility and reput
well as the motivation of its staff, the
committee said

GREEK WEEK
Monday, April 16

Houses lor Rent

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third Si.
839 Fourth St.

H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702": Sixth

Am
agement

704'/2 Sixth

Charlcstown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Delta Xi Phi's Mario Kart Tourney:
1:00-9:00pm- Olscamp 101
Chi Omega's Moonball:
9:15pm- Eppler South Gym

Tuesday, April 17
Delta Chi's Hot Dog Eating Contest:
7:15pm- Delta Chi House
Delta Zeta's Greek God and Goddess:
9:15pm- Olscamp 101

Wednesday, April 18

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380

FREE MOVIE

Greek Independent Board's Twister Tourney:
5:00pm
OAR Concert:
8:00pm- Anderson Arena

Thursday, April 19

ROCKY

BALBOA

Pi Beta Phi and Alpha Sigma Phi's Speed Dating:
7:00pm- The Greenery
Alpha Omicron Pi Family Feud:
9:15pm- Olscamp 115
Gamma Sigma Alpha Academic Bowl:
9:15pm- BA 114
Tom Hayn Memorial- at Lambda Chi Alpha:
6:00pm

Friday, April 20
Lambda Chi Alpha's Watermelon Bust:
3:00pm
Sigma Kappa and Phi Delta Theta's Home Run Derby:
4:00-7:00pm- Intramural Fields

Saturday, April 21

Tuesday- April 17th
Friday- April 20th
Sunday- April 22th

GREEK OLYMPICS!:
10:00am-2:00pm on the Basketball Courts
between Harshman- Kreisher

206 Bowen -Thompson
Student Union Theatre I 9:30PM
Special early showing
every Friday ® 6:30 PM

Sunday, April 22

Picnic and Greek Olympics Awards:
12:00-2:00pm at Mac Beach
Rho Gamma, Panhel, and Go Greek Team send off:
2:00-3:00pm- Mac Beach

rnvw.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.htrnl
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Three suspected terrorists face trial on conspiracy charges
By Curt Anderson

eradicate 9/11 from the thoughts
of jurors," said Philip Anthony,
chief executive officer of the
national jury consulting firm
DecisinnQuest.
Prosecutors say Hassoun acted
as a South Florida recruiter and
fundraiser for violent Muslim
causes. Padilla, 36, a one-time
member of Chicago's latin
Disciples street gang who had
moved to Florida, became one of
the warrior recruits. Padilla had
converted to Islam in a Plorida
prison while serving a year for a
1991 weapons conviction.
A key piece of evidence is a purported "mujahedeen dala form"
thai prosecutors say Padilla completed in 2000 — his fingerprints
are on il — lo join an al-Qaida
training camp in Afghanistan.
layyousi's alleged major role
was publication of the "Islam
Report," which prosecutors say
was used lo spread extremist
Islamic ideology and assist in
tundraising and terror support,
layyousi contends he was only
reporting on global events of
Muslim interest, and his lawyer
says prosecutors are attempting
to expand the case into a trial
of Islamic political and religious
groups.
"The trial will ultimately
become the United States vs.
Islam," said layyousi lawyer
William Swor.
The alleged conspiracy goes
back more than a decade, with

"The trial will
ultimately become

MIAMI
It's been neariy five
years
since
then-Attorney
(jeneral lolin Ashcrofl declared
the United States had thwarted
HI al-Qaida ploi to detonate a
radioactive "dirty bomb" in a
major <it\ and had arrested a
known terrorist,'' losePadilla,
\shcrofi darkh, suggested the
pldi could have caused "mass
death and injury" and said
Presideni Hush had designated
l>adilla,aU.S.citizen,as an enemy
combatanl who would beheld in
indefinite military custody rather
than fai e civilian charges.
"He was involved in plan
ning future terrorist attacks on
American civilians in the United
States," Ashcroft said inlune 2002,
while the jitter) nation still reeled
from tin' Sept. II and anthrax
attacks in 2001.
However, as jury selection
begins today, the case against
Padilla lias no mention m the
"dirty bomb" alienations oi pin
polled plots inside the United

the United States vs.
Islam."
guilty. They could face life in
prison if convicted.
"It has had so many unbelievable twists and turns.'' said
Mil hack irecnhcrcer.aUniversity
ol Maryland law professor who

directs the school's Center for
Health and Homeland Security.
"Inealh will be the stuff of legend
in terms of how we attempted to
deal with terrorists in the war on
terror."
Hie three are accused of being
part of a North American supporl cell thai tunneled fighters,
money and supplies to Islamic
extremists fighting "jihad," or
Muslim holy war. in Afghanistan,
Chechnya, Bosnia, lajikistanand
elsewhere around the world. The
trial is expeded to take at least

SI.lies.

four months.

Instead. I'adilla, held for3 1/2
years as an enem) combatant,
a nd co-defendants AdhamAmin
llassoun, 4.r>. and 11 year-old
Kifah Wael layyousi face charges
ii conspiracy to "murder, kidnap and maim' people overseas
and ol providing support to terror groups. All three pleaded not

Although there is no direct
connection, the shadow of the
Sept. 11 attacks hangs over the
case. Do/ens of potential jurors

mentioned the attacks when they
filled out questionnaires meant
in gauge their abilit) to he fair
and impartial.
"Ii is not going to be possible to

AUNDIAZ

prosecutors claiming more than
30,000 intercepted telephone
calls and bugged conversations
in Arabic with purported code
words.
"Critical to the government's
provi ng its case is persuading the
jury that all the dols in whal it
claims was an international conspiracy can be connected," said
Carl Tobias, law professor at the

Two of Anna Nicole Smith's diaries for sa
I Anna Nicole
^ i3 Smith
f* l-Ji contly deceased
television star and
model

KA~

DAI LAS (API — TWO diaries
written b) Anna Nicole Smith
in the early 1990s failed to sell at
an auction this weekend, but are

now available for a minimum
hid of $25,000 each, the auction
house said yesterday.
We have a huy-il-now situation," said Doug Norwine, the
director of music and entertainment memorabilia at Heritage
Auction Galleries of Dallas,
There were at least two bidders on the diaries, but both
i 11III -<I out of the auction (hat
ended Saturday. Among their

concerns were allegations by
Smith's lawyer-turned-partner, I Inward K. Stern, that the
diaries had been stolen and
should be returned to her
estate, Norwine said.
"They just got cold feet," he
said.
The auction house obtained
the journals and other items
from an anonymous German
businessman who purchased

IHE8GNEWS

ESCORT: In this Jan. 5.2006. file photo. Jose Padilla. center, is escorted by federal matshalls on his arrival in Miami A federal judge rejected
a motion by the alleged al-Qaida operative to dismiss terrorism charges against him over claims he was tortured by the U.S. military

the items on eBay for more than
$500,000 several weeks ago. The
German businessman decided to auction the diaries after
securing the publishing rights,
Norwine said.
Norwine said he had vetted
the history of the journals and
believed they were legitimately
obtained by a celebrity memorabilia dealer in Los /Angeles before
going up for vile on eBay.
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional
Please callfor an appointment.

University of Richmond.
Yet there's little proof that the
three were directly responsible
for any specific acts of terrorism.
In court papers, prosecutors listed generalized victims such as
Serbian and Croat forces in the
1990s Bosnian war, the Russian
army in Chechnya and "moderate" Muslim governments in
I ihya, Tunisia and elsewhere.

Defense lawyers say providing
assistance to one faction in these
conflicts does not necessarily
amount to a crime.
"There was a lot of killing on
both sides," llassoun lawyer
leanne Baker said of the Bosnian
war. "killing only becomes murder under certain specific circumstances. Defending Muslims
is not committing murder."

Church diocese faces trial
By Frank Eltm.ni
The Associated Press
MINEOLA, N.Y. — The nation's
sixth-largest Roman Catholic
diocese is headed to trial this
week in a $150 million lawsuit
accusing church officials of recklessness for employing a youth
minister who raped and sodomized teenagers.
But despite its familiar scenario of youths abused by religious leaders, this case is unique:

Ii could beoneofthe few decided
by a jury, rather than a quiet, mil

of-court settlement,
The U.S. Conference of Bishops
estimates abuse-related costs
from lawsuits have exceeded
SI.5 billion, the majority out-ofcourt settlements. Many of the
a I leged acts took place so long ago
their statutes of limitations have
expired.
Many cases are settled out of
court, in part to prevent details
of the alleged abuse from going
public, said Steve Rubino, a New
jersey lawyer who has handled
hundreds of church sex abuse
cases.
"There is a tendency not to want
to run thai risk," Rubino said.
On Long Island, a grand jury
found nearly two dozen cases of
abuse going back decades in the
Diocese of Rockville Centre, the
nation's sixth largest with 1.3 mil-

lion Catholics in KM parishes.
the case wilh opening statements set for tomorrow involves
Matthew Maiello, who pleaded
guilty to rape and sodomy
in 20O! and served more than
two years in prison. Rut the real
focus is St. Raphael's Church
in Last Meadow, ils pasior. the
Rev. Thomas llaggerly. and the
Diocese ol Rockville Centre.
"This is about who lei the lions
louse, said attorney Michael
Dowd, who represents two plaintiffs—amananda woman—who
claimed church officials failed to
act when confronted with reports
that I hey were repeatedly molested by Maiello as teenagers.
"Our allegations are thai the
church was not only negligent
but reckless in ils handling of
the employment of Maiello," said
Dowd. "There were warning signs
... thai weren't dealt with at all by
the pastor."
Concerns about Maiello's
activities were raised at a
December 1999 meeting with
llaggerly, but the matter was
dropped and no action taken,
the lawsuit contends.
Diocesan spokesman Sean
Dolan did not return a telephone
call seeking comment. Brian
Davey, an attorney representing
the pastor, I he parish and the diocese, declined to comment on the
lawsuit.
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CONGRATULATIONS

To ihe Newly Initiated Members of

Alpha Gamma Delta
-Brittany Tackett-Anna Rust-Heather Orr-Nicole Cramer—iHH.—

free ultra bul
• washer and dryer in every unit

ool and hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center

• individual leasing by the bedroom

• fitness room and billiards room

• microwave, dishwasher & disposal

• basketball and sand volleyball court

Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available

• furnished apartments available

• 24 hour emergency maintenance

Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available

• free ethernet in each bedroom

m

706 Napoleon Road

on sits management

Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability lo work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!
WE OFFifl FlEXUtE SCHEDUIES AND VERY COMPETITIVE WAGES!
For more information call 1-800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources.

Bowling Green, OH

419.353.5100

e a tour. Sign a lease.

batiM/
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EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN
6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland OH 44124
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Bus crash

From Page 1

toll raises to
28 deaths
CIUDAD JUAREZ, Mexico
(API—The loll from a bus crash
outside this border city rose to
28deadand2l injured,Mexican
authorities said yesterday.
Autliorities said the bus driver, who was among the dead,
was speeding when the vehicle
collided with a tractor-trailer
early Saturday near Ciudad
Juarez, across from El I'aso,.
Texas.
The truck's gas tank exploded, engulfing the bus in flames.
Officials initially said 23 died
and 11 were injured, but revised
the toll after determining that
the bus was carrying 49 people
— some of whom did not have
seats and including children
who were sitting on people's
laps, said Patricia Gonzalez,
prosecutor in Chihuahua slate.
Many of the bodies were
severely burned and it could be
months before all the victims
are identified, Gonzalez said.
Some of the passengers told
El Diario de Juarez newspaper
the driver appeared to have
fallen asleep.
"People were burning,
screaming, praying and there
were a lot of kids,'' Carlos Omar
Rodriguez, 12, told the newspaper.

LAUREN SHINDOtuUt I THE BG NEWS
SERVICE: Guests of the 40th Anniversary of the Jerome library en|oyed catered food
and personal service. Il was a night to be pampered and enjoy a silent auction.

LIBRARY
From Page 1

The library was closed to the
public during die event
The silent auction included
a digital mosaic of the Jerome
I jbrary, different sons of theme
baskets and even an autographed poster of Ireddy and
i-tviila Falcon.
The night was livened up
with music by the band I lepcat
Revival, as well as performances
by Eva Marie Saint Scholarship
recipients Amanda dements,
Marley Silvestri and Rachel

Wycoffi
All of the entertainment led
into the highlight of the night —
the live auction of Oprah's dress.
Oprah's dress has been traveling throughout the country
to and from charitable events,
and was donated to the library

"I did it just to help
the library out more
than anything... I
think the library [is]
the best kept secret
around."
Pat Maim I Bidder
by Robert and I'at Vlaurer, who
happened to l>e the highest bidder once again.
Maurer was unsure of which
charitable event the dress would
travel to next, but was not unsure
of his reason for bidding.
"I did it just to help the library
out more than anything, it's a
good cause," Maurer said. "I
think the Unary |is| the best kept
secret around.''

year when determining recom
mendations for this year. He
said every organization is on a
"zero-based budgeting" system
and starts with SO no matter
how much money il received in
previous years from SBC.
"A group that didn't receive
much money last year was not
penalized for that this year," he
said. "And a group thai did well
last year can't just ride those
coattails."
What SHC does consider.
Stephens said, are factors such
as how much fundraising a
group has done on its own,
how well-attended its meetings
and events are, how financially
responsible the organization
has been and how valuable
activities presented to SBC during presentations would he to
the student population.
Erin VVelhern. vice president of the Organization for
Women's Issues, which doubled the amount of money
recommended by SBC from
last year to this year — from
S2.448 last year to $5,858 this

NEWS

"I think SBC was looking for any
measure they could to slash funds from
organizations, and our organization in
particular, given the amount of money we
received last year."
Dan Lipian | College Rec il

year—said she was happy with

This year. SBC recommended

the amount her group received,

$13,550 for the organization,

OWI requested about S(>,70(),
she said.
"This is only our fourth year
in existence as an organization
and we've doubled our mem
bership," Wethern said. "And
with this money 1 think we'll
definitely be able to reach even
more people."
Wethern said during its presentation with SBC. OWI pro
posed spending its funds on cosponsoring a speaker with the
women's studies department
for Women's History Month in
March and attending a national
feminists' conference.
Like OWI, Vision received
a major boost in its SBC rec
ommcndalion compared to
the $3,805 it received last year.

Vision
President
Eric
Crumrine said the group is
"very pleased" with its recommendation, which will be used
to fund a speaker, gender Issues
activist Kale Hornstein, and a
performer, star of Rein Anthony
Rapp, for next year.
"We had a very predetermined list of the performers and speakers we wanted,"
Vision president Eric Crumrine
said. "We jusi took thai in to
our presentation and hoped for

the best"

Stephens said organizations
which are unhappy or feel an
error has been made in their
SBC recommendations may file
an appeal with the dean of students no later than April 25.
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Know Toledo?

Benefits of the Job

Pen*erred Candidates

• Real World Experience

• So or J' Business ex

• Resume Builder

• Own transportation

• Pay based on commission

• Detailed oriented

• Flexible hours

• Interested in advciv ung

IP(

major

or sales career

• Fun atmosphere

THE BG NEWS
, his Job is for you
|—7/' &eat experience "" a^*"1'5

Apply Today!!!
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For up-to-date schedule information, including guaranteed no-cancellation policy
on select classes, visit www.firel ands.bgsu.edu/about/schedutes.

The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment.
Session
5/7-5/25

U M I V ■ R ■

bookstore
AVAILABLE IN JUNE!

Show Your Talent & Your Spirit!
• Design the Official BGSU Athletics T-Shirt for 2007-2008 •

THE

NEWS

along with BGSU Athletics
arc sponsoring a student
spirit l-shirl design contest!
The winning design
to he sold at ilif
University Bookstore

Open to all BGSU
students enrolled
through Fall 200
Semester. Complete '
contest details and
ilnw nloadablc logo Dies
available on the contest
headquarters page
ui BGSUFALC0NS.COM

WE H6 NEWS
STUDENT

Tee Shtrt
DESIGN
CONTEST

ENTRY DEADLINE:
Slinday, April 22nd at 11:59pm EDI

v

5/7-6/8

Course
ACS 250
CHEM 100
ECON 202
EDFI 408
EDFI 408
MGMT 360
PSYC 310
SOC 101
WS200

Time/Days
9am-12pmMTWRF
9am-12pmMTWRF
8:30-11 30 am MTWRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
1-4pmMTWRF
6-9 pm MTWRF
9:30 am-12:30pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
10 am-1pm MTWRF

EDH0 20!
EDTL 204

3-6 pm TR
3-6 pm MWF

5/29-6/29 ACCT 221
BIOL 101
CHEM 100
ECON 203
ECON 311
INI. 111
ENG 200
ENG204
ENG 261
ENG 342
ENVS 101
FSN 207
HOFS 220
HDFS 303
HIST 152
HIST 206
IPC 102
MATH 090
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 213

6-9 pm MWR
8 .mi 12 pm MWF
6-9 pm TWR
9 am-12 pm MTWR
6-9 pm MTWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
9 am-12 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR
9am-12pmTWR
9am-12 pm TWR
Web-based Course
1 -4 pm MWF
1-4 pm TWR
1 -4 pm TWR
Web-based Course
6-9 pm TWR
8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F
6-9 pm TWR
1-4 pm TWR
8:15am-12 pm MTWR
6-9 pm MTW

Session Course
5/29-6/29 MIS 200
PHIL 101
PHIL 219
POLS 110
PSYC 101
PSYC 310
SOC 101

Time/Days
1 -4 pn- MWR
6-10:30 pm TR
6-10:30 pm MW
10am-1 pm TWR
10am-1 pm MTWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR

5/30-6/14 CS 180

I0am-I2 pmMWR

6/11-8/3

BIOL 205
BIOL 332
EDAS 409
ENG 112
HIST 1S1

1-4:30 pm MTWR
8:30 am-12 pm TWR
9 30 am-12 30 pm TR
Web-based Course
9:30 am-12:30 pm TR

7/2-8/3

ACCT 222
ACS 250
ART 101
EDIS 448
EDTL 303
ENG 112
ENG 200
ENG 200
ENVH 105
GEOG 122
HOFS 211
IPC 102
MATH 095
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 126
POLS 110
POLS 374

6-9 pm MWR
Web-based Course
1-4 pm MTWR
1-4 pmTWR
8.30-11 30 am TWR
7 45-10 am MTWR
3-6 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
8 am-12 pm MWF
9 am-12 pm MTW
IOam-1 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm MTR
5:30-9:15 pm MTWR
Web-based Course
10am-1 pm TWR

or non-enroHmenl reasons beyond OU' control.
faculty members, elc
Course descriptions in tviilabie or •line al wwwbgsu edu/cataloq

BGSU f icelands rnrnn the nqHt lo cancer a class
such M death or dines* o

r

O/*CI n
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Firelands
BGSU Firelands • One University Drive • Huron. Ohio • 419-433-5560 • www.firelanris.hqsu edu

STATE/WORLD

8Monday.Apiill6.200'

Ohio firefighters injured in
costly, extensive blaze

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Iraqi police: US. troops treat partners like animals'
By Lauren Fctyer

'gM,

The Associated Press
WAUSEON, Ohio [API
A
tire thai may have started in
a restaurant destroyed several
nearby buildings and busi
nesses earl] Saturday, bum
ing most HI a downtown block
in the heart of this northwesi
Ohio community
Mayor letTJ Dehnbostel said
most of the buildings that were
destroyed were more than ino
years old. TVvo firefighters suffered minor injuries lighting
the blaze.
We don'l know \et uhal the
cause was," Dehnbostel said
Saturdaynighl." I hey think right
nowil started in Doe llollid.u -.
a restaurant, .mil spread one
building south and three buildings to the north.
" llieonlyieasonildidn'tkee|>

More than ado/en fire departments helped fight the lire
that destroyed the lestauranl.
a real estate olliee, computer
shop clothingstore, health food
store, photo studio and a small
church that served members of
the Hispanic community, the
mayoi said.
"It's devastating. It's leaving
a huge void husinessuise and
Imildingvvise," Dehnhostel said
But he said plans already
were being fonncd to explore
giant- available for rebuilding,
and that residents in the town
ol about 7,400 wouldn't let the
scarred block Might the area.
We will not allow thai lo happen," Dehnbostel said. "More
than l.'it) years ago. some people
built a town here, and we can

goingsouth was there was a tire
wall in one ol the buildings."

rebuild."

office was investigating die

I lie owner of one corner
building watched as his properly burned to the ground.
I here'salready lalkbeforclhe
smoke even dears of rebuilding
am I seeing what we can put in
this lot downtown.'' building

blaze, he said.

ownei Dan Ross said,

Dchnhostrl said there was no
estimate of damage, but that the
replacemeni value would lie in
the millions ol dollars.
The slate lire marshals

BAGHDAD - Cars, minibuses
and roadside bombs exploded
in Shiile Muslim enclaves across
ihe city yesterday, killing at leasl
•I") people in sectarian violence
that defied the Baghdad security
crackdown, while a radical antiIJ.S. cleric raised a new threat to
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Iraq's government.
Two officials close to Shiile
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr said his
followers would quit their six
Cabinet posts today — a move
thai could leave Prime Minisler
Nourl al-Maliki's already weak
administration without enough
support to slay in power.
And in a rare gesture of dissent from America's partners in
Baghdad, dozens of Iraqi policemen demonstrated in front ol
their station, accusing U.S.
troops of treating them lint "animals" and "slaves."
The U.S. military command
announced the combal deaths
of three more Americans. Two
llrilish service members died
when their helicopters crashed
in midair north ol Baghdad, and

m
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IERUSALEM - Ihe Vatican's
ambassadoi to Israel attended
a Holocaust memorial sei \ ii e
yesterday, reversing an earlier
dec Ision to boyt ott the event
ili.ii threatened to upsei fragile lies between Israel and the
Holy See
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Monsignor Antonio Franco
said lasi week he would skip
the ceremony al Yad Vashem
Holocaust memorial marking
the beginning of Israel's annual
Holocaust Remembrance Daj
because Catholics were offended by a caption al the museum

NOW
131 Baldwin:
Three bedroom house with 2 car garage
$ 975 per month plus all utilities.
151 Baldwin:
Two bedroom house. Wash
hook up- S675.00 per month
plus all utilities
338 N. Church St:
Three bedroom house
w/ofl st. parking! S640.00 per month,
plus $30.00 per month lor Unlimited gas
usage. Elec. water sewer FREE
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AFTERMATH: An Iraqi boy watches a US. lank toll by a wieck ol a car bomb in Baghdad. Iraq, yesterday Two car bombs exploded minutes
apart in a busy Baghdad Shurtah market, killing at least 18 people.

hours later a U.S. helicopter was

hit by ground fire near Mosul but
landed safely with no injuries.
Six powerful bombs, gunfire
and artillery blasts enveloped
Baghdad in a near-constant din

DAVID SILVERMAN

the opening ceremony of ihe annual Holocaust Memonal Day. at Yad Vashem Holocaust
next to the Yad Vashem museum, reversing an earlier decision to boycott the event.

STATE
BRIEF
Miami student killed in
train accident
OXFORD. Ohio (AP)-A Miami

237 Eberly:
Two bedroom house,
Washer/Dryer hook ups.
QUIET LIVING! $770.00
per month plus all utilities.
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NEW DECISION: The Vatican's ambassadoi to Israel Antonio Franco, second left, altends

210 Liberty St.
Three bedroom duplex.
Nice yard, quiet neighborhood.
$750.00 per month plus all utilities.
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thai seemed a setback for the
9-week-old UJ.S.-Iraqi military
campaign to pacify the capital.
U.S. commanders previously
cited a slight decrease in violence
since the crackdown began Feb.

University student was killed when she
was struck by a tram eaily Satuiday. poke
said.
Beth Speidel. 19, a sophomore from
Stiongsville. appaiently was on loot when
she was stiuck by a southbound CSX
height tram, police said.
The railroad reported at 316 a.m. that
a pedestrian had been struck, and investigating officers found the woman's body
on the (racks, police said.
The Butler County coroner's olliee did
not immediately release autopsy results.

14. but urged patience for what
they warned would be a long,
lough fight.
"Although
we're
making
See B0MB| Page 12

Russian police test govt. power,
quelch anti-Kremlin protests
The Associated Press

AVAILABLE
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By Steve Gutterman
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Memorial m Jerusalem yesterday. Franco agreed to attend a Holocaust memonal service

HOLOCAUST fen 12
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describing the wartime conduct
ol Pope Pius XII.
I he caption next to the picture of Pius reads. "Even when
reports about the mu rder of lews
reached the Vatican, the pope
did not protest." refusing to sign
a 1942 Allied condemnation of
ihe massacre ol lews.
Pius "maintained his neutral
position" with two exceptions
- appeals he made to the rulers
of I lungary and Slovakia toward
the end of the war, the caption
says it also criticizes "his silence
and absence of guidelines."
Israel and the Vatican estab-
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Vatican envoy breaks Holocaust memorial boycott
By Ai,in Heller
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ST, PETERSBURG, Russia —
Riot police beat and detained
dozens of anti-Kremlin demonstrators yesterday on a second day of protests that tested
the weak opposition's ability to challenge widely popular
President Vladimir Putin.
As in Moscow a day earlier,
only a few thousand people
turned out in St. Petersburg
lo criticize the government.
Opposition leaders called that
a heartening response in the
face of the huge police forces
massed against both rallies.
Putin's foes said the harsh
handling of demonstrators,
who included many elderly
people, would fuel a growing sense that ihe leader is
strangling democracy ahead
of parliamentary elections in
December and a presidential
vote next spring.
But the opposition is in
severe straits. Opinion polls
rate Putin as Russia's most
popular political figure by far,
thanks lo newfound political stability and rapid economic growth fueled by high
world oil prices. That popularity has cowed mainstream
politicians in parliament and
allowed Putin to strengthen
the Kremlin's powers.
His government controls the
main television news, allowing

"The apathy...is
being replaced by
very vocal, active
protest."
Garry Kasparov | Faction leader
his critics few appearances on
the prime source of information in the sprawling country.
The Hossiya channel yesterday
showed only brief footage of
the Moscow protest — after
opening with a report on Putin.
a judo black belt, attending a
martial arts match.
Opposition leaders said
they were determined to
push ahead. Garry Kasparov,
a former world chess champion who has become the most
prominent figure in opposition
factions loosely allied in the
Other Russia coalition, called
it "truly amazing" that 2,000
protesters would turn out in
Moscow to face 9.000 police
and interior ministry troops.
"It shows that the apathy in
Russian society is gradually
being replaced by very active,
vocal protest," he told The
Associated Press.
While television didn't show
much of the confrontations,
many ordinary Russians who
witnessed the events appeared
dismayed by the harsh police
crackdown.
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3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

Kucinich lags in
campaign race
for fundraising

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: info®meccabg.com

www.mcccabg.com
CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

COLUMBUS (AP)
— Democratic
presidential
hopeful Dennis
Kucinich was far
outpaced by his
campaign rivals
in fundraising
Dennis
during the first
Kucinich
three months of
Democratic
the year, campresidential
paign finance filings revealed.
candidate
The Ohio confrom Ohio
gressman raised
just $344,891 in
the first quarter, according to paperwork
filed Saturday with the Federal
Election Commission. By comparison, Democratic frontrunners Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Sen. Kn.uk Obama
collected S26 million and $25
million, respectively.
Campaign finance reports for
money raised by the Cleveland
Democrat from January through
March were due to the Federal
Election Commission yesterday.
After campaign expenses,
Kucinich was left with about
$163,887 in the bank, campaign
manager David Bright said.
The Kucinich campaign
focused on developing a broad
base of donors willing to make
small contributions, campaign
spokeswoman Sharon Jimenez
said. The average contribution
was $71 per person, with more
than 3,600 of its 4,855 donors giving less than $50, Bright said.
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SIDELINES

A winning weekend
Stellar play
continues for
Falcons

VOLLEYBALL
Falcons head to big
tourney in Chicago
with 21 other teams

By Andrew Harner
Reporter

The BGSU volleyball team
is competing in a 22-team
tournament in Chicago this
weekend at the Great Lakes
Center. There ate 21 Division
I college teams and one
adult team consisting of a
former collegiate players.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Indians and DBacks: Not
a lot of people gave these
teams a chance

JORDAN FLOWER

THE BG MEWS

this season.
They're off to

TOP: Sharon Palma late baiting
practice during an Apiil 5 practice The

good starts due

Falcons have won 8-of-10 MAC games

to good pitching and timely

and are in second place in the MAC

hitting. They're both leading

East

their respective divisions.

WEEKEND NUMBERS
■ Hayley Wiemer had 22
strikeouts on the weekend.
She now has 87 on the
season.

BOTTOM: CarlyRiepenhoff fields

On the way down

a grounder and throws to first during
practice on Apnl 5 The Falcons only

Yankees. Phillies and White
Sox: It doesn't matter how

I Wiemer also leads the
team in batting average

losses in conference both came to Kent

and is second in home runs

State on March 50.

and RBIs.

many home runs you hit if
I BG's three pitchers have
held opponents to an average of .199 for the season.

it doesn't add up
to more runs than
the other team

The Falcons have outscored their opponents 14861 so far this season

has. These teams are all in
trouble if they don't work on
that. The Yankees just called

I Wiemer pitched her sixth
complete game Sunday.

up their first pitcher from the
minors this week.
JORDAN FLOWER

The List

"••FK-M.'.S

The BG women's softball team
(23-6. 8-2 MAC) finished a long
weekend with a perfect 4-0
record defeating conference
opponents Miami (15-31-1,5-6)
and Ball State (15-25, 6-6) two
times each.
"It was a great weekend,"
coach Shannon Salshurg said.
"It was a great team effort."
Friday, in game one, the
Falcons held a narrow lead the
entire game and eventually
won 2-1.
Hayley Wiemer recorded tinfirst RBI by scoring leanine
Baca on a sacrifice fly in the
first inning. In the fourth.
Ashley Zirkle scored on a Carly
Riepenhoff single.
Emily Gouge pitched 6.2
innings and struck four batters en route to her 10th win of
the year. Wiemer recorded the
last out of the seventh for her
first save.
Wiemer made quick work of
the first three Miami batters in
game two by striking out the
side in the first inning.
BG followed with a Baca walk
and stolen base from the leadoff
spot and Allison Vallas scored
her with a double. Vallas' tworun home run in the third and
Susan Sontag's solo shot gave
the Falcons their final runs of
the game.
Miami threatened in the sixth
scoring three runs, but that was
all they would get as the BG won
the game 4-3. Wiemer pitched a
complete game striking out 10
batters.
On Saturday. Vallas put on
See SOFTBALL | Page II

The BG News breaks down
the top five fantasy baseball
pitchers up.to this point in
the season.

1. Felix Hernandez:
He hasn't given up a run yet

Rockets end drought, take 2-of-3

and opponents are batting

ByChayseHcId
Reporter

.075 against him. Did we
mention his 18 Ks in two
starts. This guy is an early Cy
Young candidate and already
showed up Dice-K.

2. Todd Jones:
He's 6-of-6 on save attempts
and has not given up a run
yet The Tigers just have to
make sure to keep him from
dying or retiring.

3. Jake Peavy
[below]:
A 2-0 start and a 0.90 ERA
JORDAN FLOWER I THE BG NEWS

are causing some excitement
in San Diego, which is

A PURE SWINGA: Jed Telmanik puts a ball in play in an April 5 game against IPFW. The
Fakons won the series opener against Toledo but dropped the ne»t two games

German for a whales

The ups, and more frequently,
the downs, of the 2007 edition
of the BG baseball team continued this weekend as the Falcons
dropped 2-of-3 games at Toledo.
After beginning the season
with wins in seven out of their
first 10 games, the Falcons have
fought inconsistency at the plate
and in the field, resulting in a 716 mark since March 10.
That inconsistency was in
plain view over the weekend
as BG (14-19, 2-10 MAC) took
the first game Friday at Toledo's
Scott Park by the score of 6-4, but
then followed their second conference win of the season with
identical 7-2 losses to UT (16-13,
7-5) on Saturday and yesterday.

BG managed a total of six hits in
the mo defeats.
"It's a great rivalry, it's one of
the best in college sports," said
BG head coach Danny Schmitz.
whose Falcons had won nine
straight games against IJT before
Sanirday's loss. "When we go
head-to-head with Toledo it
doesn't matter what the records
are. Both teams put a little extra
effort into it, and they werea little
bit better than us."
One of the few bright spots
in the series for BG was another
solid outing from Tyler lohnson
(4-3) in the opener, lohnson's
complete game, seven-hitter in
the 6-4 Falcon win was his second complete game of the season and puts the right-hander's
ERA at 3.11 in 55 innings pitched
See BASEBALL i Paqe II

- nevermind. Irrelevant, I
know.

4. C.C. Sabathia:
A 3-0 start and a 2.14 ERA
are the reason Cleveland
calls him their ace. He's
now on pace for 35 wins
this season. He's got to be
mentioned in early Cy Young

Athletes commend

Lohse's gem propels

instructors for SAAC

Reds over Chicago

ByChrlfVoloschuk
Reporter

whispers.

5. Nate Robertson:
He's off to a 2-0
start and sports
an ERA of
1.8 and
struck
out 14.

For the first time ever last night,
the BGSU chapter of the Student
Athlete Advisory Council hosted
an Academic fhank-a-thon, an
award ceremony designed to
honor teachers and help bridge
the age-old gap between the faculty and student athletes.
The event was in the works
as early as February, and was
planned in its entirety by SAAC
members. According to council
president Caroline Keating, the
ceremony, while only in its first
year, will become an ongoing
eventThe ceremony was planned
in part because April 6 is Student
Athlete Day, a day in which all MidAmerican Conference athletes are
encouraged to wrije a thank you

Caroline
Keating
SAAC Council
President

letter to one of their teachers.
BG athletic director Greg
Christopher welcomed everyone to the event, which included SAAC members, faculty and
various members of the athletic
department. Christopher mentioned that BG student athletes
had collectively higher GPAs than
the rest of the student body, a
statistic that showed the continued need for a bridge between
athletes and the faculty.
See SAAC | Page 10

By Andrew S«lignun
The Associated Press

CHICAGO—There were runners on first and third with the
middle of the order coming up
but Kyle Lohse didn't flinch.
Instead, he struck out lacque
lours lunging at an outside
changeup. He caught Derrek
Lee looking. And then, he got
Michael Barrett on a fly to right
to end the sixth inning.
What could have been a
game-turning rally was instead
a defining moment for Lohse.
The right-hander struck
out a career-high 12 in eight
innings, outpitching Ted I ill\
to lead the Cincinnati Reds to
a 1-0 victory over the Chicago
Cubs yesterday.
"That's a big confidence

boost when you can face that
part of the lineup with men on
first and third and no outs and
get the two strike outs," Lohse
said. "That's what we need right
there to come through in that
situation."
Lohse (1 -0) allowed four hits
and one walk. Three of those
hits were by Ryan Theriot.
but the Cubs couldn't muster
much else against Lohse. So left"
Conine's RBI single in the fourth
was enough for the Reds.
Chicago wasted another
solid outing by Lilly (1-1),
who allowed a run and two
hits while striking out 10 and
walking one in six innings.
It was his ninth game with
10 or more strikeouts and
his first since lune 10 with
Toronto.

Netters
fall, streak
ends
Jordan Crayons
Reporter

The BG women's tennis team
had their three-game winning
streak snapped by nationally ranked Western Michigan
Saturday.
But out of every loss comes
something to gain, and BG
Coach Penny Dean's team is
looking to gain.
"Obviously 1 would have
liked to have won, but we
had good matches all the way
down, and I am proud of the
girls," Dean said.
Western Michigan is currently
ranked 63rd in the Nation and
has won 24 consecutive MAC
regular season dual matches.
Although the close battles
are not reflected in the final
score of the match, (6-1) in
favor of Western Michigan, the
Falcons gave their opponents a
challenge.
Stefanie Menoff captured the
lone win for the netters, improving her season record to 22-2 and
remaining undefeated in MidAmerican Conference play, 6-0.
Menoff has won 12 of her last
13 matches, including an eightmatch winning streak.
BG dropped all three doubles
flights to the Broncos, but maintained close scores in all three
matches.
The lenna Nussbaum/Kelsey
lakupcin, Menoff/Andrea Voile
and Ashley lakupcin/Samantha
Kintzel pairs dropped their
matches, 8-5. 8-4, 8-4 respectively.
In singles action three players including Menoff took their

1
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One hit is enough for Indians in 2-1 win
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND—They both wore
\t>. 12 to honor lackie Robinson,
and then C.C. Sabathia and

Grady Slzemore did themselves
proud,
Sabathia pitched eight overpowering innings yesterday
and Slzemore hit a leadoff double in the first — Cleveland's
only hit
as the Indians finished a bizarre, two-city homestand with a 2-1 victory over the
Chicago White Sox.
Out of his customary No. 52
jersey on the 60th anniversary
of Robinson's debut, Sabalhia
hit another significant number:
3-0.
On four previous occasions,
the left-hander bad opened a
season 2-0 only lo lose his next
start.

"I didn't know that," Sabathia

TONYDEJM
REPRESENTING WELL: Cleveland Indians pitcher C.C Sabathia throws out Chicago
the I

SAAC
Fiom Page 9
fWO members from ever)
varsity team on campus select
ed an instructor or adviser who
siood mil to them and provided
guidance throughout their time
at H(i. Each athlete introduced
his or her faculty member, and
thai person was then greeted
with applause from the rest of
the BTSU Multipurpose room.
[he honorees received a certificate and a pin featuring the
I,ill llll logo.
For lindsey lonkhoff. SAAC

I rig yesterday's game

representative for women's golf,
the rhank-a-thon is a way for BG
student athletes lo show teachers how much they appreciate
their support lonkhoff chose bet
ultimate Prisbee teacher as her
honour.

"II chose my ultimate Prisbee
teacher] because she's been so
accommodating with my sched
uli', and I find the class verj relax
ing," lonkhoff said,
I )awtijene I )elong. a juniorand
member ol the women's Softball
leant, though) the event was a
great way to show the teachers
how thankful athletes like her
sell were lor working whh them.

said. "It feels good."
Pitching with a strong wind
gusting lo nearly 30 mpb at his
back, Sabathia allowed Five hits,
struck out III, walked three and
improved lo 14-3 — 2-0 this
she chose her physical education
teacher and academic adviser.
Adrian Turner, as her honoree.
"|Mr. Turner's] always done
a lot lo accommodate me with
my schedule, and be realK helps
working around my schedule,"
Dclongsaid.
Turner was very pleased with
the event and thought " was a
good idea.
"(Being recognizedl is actually
really nice when it's by an athlete,'' Turner said. "Dawnjene is
very focused on academics and
athletics Its important for the
faculty to be supportive of the
athletes."
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TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
MYLES PIZZA!!

season — in 22 starts against
Chicago,
With the wind howling
through l.iciihs field making
il feel much colder than I he
announced gamelime temperature of 39 degrees. Sabathia's
game plan was to pound the
inside corner.
"Il was cold," Sabalhia said.
"Guys kind of think twice about
swinging when it's cold and you
are coming in there."
The Indians didn't fare much

better in the bitter conditions
against Chicago siarler Jose
Contreras (1-2) and four relievers, who combined lo no-hit
Cte\ eland after Slzemore's leadoff double.
The last time the Indians won

while getting one hit or less was
on April 12, 1992, a 2-1 victory
over Boston when they were
no-hit by Red Sox pitcher Mali
Voting.
"Thai's no) something you
see every day," said Si/emore,
who like Sabalhia wore No. 42
lo salute Robinson for breaking
baseball's color barrier. "I don't

recall ever winningagame with

just one hit"
Cleveland look advantage
of three Chicago errors and
some walks to lake two of
three against one of its Al.
Central rivals.
Sabalhia was lucky lo escape
the eighth with a 2-1 lead. The
White Sox got runners to first
and third with two ouls. when
Rob Mackowiak hit a shot
through the middle that caromed off Sabathia's band and
bounced directly to third baseman Casey Blake, who picked il
cleanly off the grass and threw
nut Mackowiak.
Sabathia pumped his arm
and screamed in delight before
heading back to (he dugout.
"I was fired up," Sabalhia
said. "It was a close game and
thai was a big moment. That
was the game right there."
The While Sox got a two-OUt,
pinch-hit single by |im Thome
in the ninth, bul Cleveland
closer loe Borowski struck out
pinch-hitter AJ. Pierzynski for
his fifth save.
"Right now, we're colder
than the weather," Chicago

manager Ozzie Guillen said,
"Our hats are cold. We had a
couple of chances, bul didn't
get the big hit."
Contreras did a remarkable
job of keeping il close, considering the White Sox made
three errors behind him and
he walked five in the first four
innings.
The right-hander allowed
only Sizemore's hil and was
able lo gel big ouls when he
needed them.
However, Contreras ran into
trouble in the fourth with a
leadoff walk and an error by
third baseman loe Crede.
Contreras then wralked No. 9
hitter Kelly Shoppach lo load
the bases and then put on
Slzemore, giving the Indians a
2-0 lead.
"We didn't help lose at all,"
Guillen said. "We made a couple of big errors, it's a shame
when a guy pilches like that and
you don't win."
Sabathia's performance and
the one-hit win concluded posSee INDIANS | Page II

Tribe to honor Doby in August
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND— lackie Robinson's
42 isn't the only number with special meaning In the Cleveland
Indians.
less than three months after
Robinson shattered baseballs
racial barrier in 1947 with the
Brooklyn Dodgers. Ntrry Doby
made his debut for the Indians,
becoming the Al.'s first black
player.
Doby played II) seasons for
Cleveland and the I lall of Hauler's
No. II was retired on luly 3, 1994
— 47 years after lie was signed by
owner Kill Yccck.
Now that baseball has saluted
Robinson's 60th anniversary, the
Indians have asked Major league

Kaseball for permission lo have
their players wear I )oby's No. 11 on
luly 5 in Detroit lo commemorate
the six decades since he bravely
hauled prejudice.
Team spokesman Hart Swain
said while the club awaits word
from MlJJ il is planning to honor
Doby during the team's Hall of
lame weekend at lacobs field
when me New York Yankees are in

town on Aug. 11-12.
Indians pitcher IX. Sabathia.

outfielder Grady Szemore and
second baseman |osh Kaifield
all wore Robinson's No. 12 in yesterday's 2-1 win over the Chicago
While Sox.
Sabathia would love a chance
lo lake |xin in a similar tribute to
Doby, a six-iime All-Star who died
ill 2003,

I0NY06IAK

between the Cleveland Indians and the
Chicago While Sox undernealh Larry Doby
and Jackie Robinson's numbers
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BASEBALL
From Page 9

this season.
RBI singles from losh Dietzand
Andrew Foster supported lohnson
in the top of the second to put the
Falcons in the lead after falling
behind 1 -0 in die first. Marty Bairil
added to that lead in the fourth
with a solo homerun 111 and Dietz
recorded another run-scoring single to put BG up 4-1.
After the Rockets cut the lead
to 4-2, Baird would add to his day
with a 2-RBI single in the seventh
before Toledo added two runs in
die ninth to produce the 6-4 final.
However, the taste of victory
that BG experienced in game one
would last less than 24-hours as
UT took advantage of timely hitting and a solid performance by
starter Mike Inselmann in the
7-2 win.
"It's always bigger when you
beat a rival like | BG I, and we hadn't
beaten ihcin in a while. Iliey'd
won like nine straight or something like that so it's real nice to get
the win and get that monkey off
our back," said Inselmann, who
leveled his record at 3-3 by scattering four BG hits in seven innings
of work.
Shortstop Ryan Shay produced
most of the offense for BG, as die
sophomore had three of the five
Falcon hits in the game, including an RBI single in the first. Nick
Cantrell (2-5) took the loss for BG,
surrendering five earned runs in
six innings.
"I thought we had some opportunities early. We came out, scored
one in top of the first, and then
we had rallies going in inning two
and three and didn't quite get diat
big hit," Schmitz said. "We had
a chance to get Inselmann early
in the game but we didn't take
advantage of it and he settled
down and their offense kind of
took over."
BG's inability to produce offense
proved costly again yesterday, as
the Falcons managed just two
runs on a single hit by Baird, and
could not capitalize on six Toledo
errors.
Dusty Hawk (0-21 Buffered the
loss for BG, going 5.1 innings and
giving up three earned runs.
The Falcons look to rebound
this week at home against Dayton
tomonowand another with Toledo
(non-COI)ference) on Wednesday,
with both games beginning at 3
p.m. at Stellar Field.

TENNIS
From Page 9
matches to a tie-breaker.
Kelsey lakupcin forced her
opponent into a second set tiebreaker after losing the first set,
6-3 and falling in the second
match 7-6 , which was decided
by a 7-4 loss in a tie-breaker.
Katia Babina who has been
battling an injury this season,
also took her opponent to three
sets after splitting the match 61,4-6and losing the tie-breaker
10-8.
In tennis, a normal tie-breaker goes until 10 points, where
the winner must win by 2.
Menoffs match is not what
you would call a normal tie
breaker.
"In the years I've coached
here at BGSU (17), that was the
longest match I have ever seen,"
Dean said.
Menoff overcame a 4-6
deficit in the first match and
went on to claim her second
set 6-3 causing the match to

SOFTBALL
From Page 9
an offensive show going 3for-3 with two doubles and a
home run as BG shut out Ball
State 5-0.
"I was able (o make good
Contact and gel good solid
hits," Vallas said.
"Allison had one of those
days where, as a hitter, you
are locked in," Salsburgsaid.
Gouge allowed only two
hits for the game, and they
both came in the first inning.
Vallas scored Wiemer on her
first double of (he game in
the bottom of the inning.
Back to back doubles by
Wiemer and Vallas brought
in two more runs in l he (bird.
Vallas scored on a Dawnjene
Del.ong hit to make it 4-0.
Vallas' fourth inning home
run was the last score of the
game.
In the fourth game on yeslerday, the Falcons found
themselves behind before
the game even started. Snow
covered the field in the
morning and it was up to l he
team to clear the field before
the 1 p.m. game time.

What is

BHY»N WINDSOR

* Mi NEWS

SERVIN' IT UP: Libby Harrison serves
in a malcri earlier (his season. BG lost lo
Western Michigan Saturday
go to a tie breaker.
What resulted next was a
marathon event, in which
Menoff and her opponent,
F.mily Dudzik volleyed back
and forth finally arriving at a
19-17 decision where Menoff
came out ahead.
Despite only taking one
point from the Broncos, Coach
Dean feels the team has a lot
to gain in the remainder of (he

"At the beginning, we are
a little frustrated because of
all the snow we had lo pick
up this morning," Baca said.
After the firsl inning, the
Falcons found themselves
down by two, but they
quickly gained back the lead.
Wiemer s two-run home run
and Sontag's two-run singleled BG's offense lo a 4-0 lead
after three.
In the fifth, BG added three
more runs. Zirkle scored on
an error after beingadvanced
lo third by a Del.ong double,
and Lauren Hoffman doubled in two more to make il
7-2. BG added their final run
in the sixth.
After the weekend, BG is
just one home run shy of
breaking the team's season
record and is batting .286.
"Our team works so hard
in practice Ion hitlingl and
it's great lo have it pay off in
games," Vallas said.
"It's a huge accomplishment for this team," Salsburg
said.
The Falcons travel to
Detroil Mercy for a doubleheader tomorrow and then
lo Eastern Michigan and
Central Michigan for the
weekend.

university ;icti.!ics

MondaY.Aprill6.2IXI7l1

season.
"We are peaking at the right
time for our final weekend
and for the MAC tournament,''
Dean said. "If we compete this
hard next weekend we should
come out ahead."
The Falcons, currently in
fourth place in the MAC, are
guaranteed at least a No. 5
seed going Into the MAC tournament and could finish as
high as (bird place with wins
against Eastern Michigan and
Toledo this weekend.
BG will look to last week's
MAC Player of the Week Kintzel
going in to (heir final weekend
of play.
Kintzel has won seven of her
last nine matches and has gone
18-9 on the season in singles
action. With a loss this weekend. Kintzel moved to 4-2 in
conference play, but looks to
end strong.
The nutters will play their I wn
final regular season matches at
home on Keefe courts Friday
and Saturday with both matches beginning at 1 p.m.
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Plaf Super Sudoku and win prizes at:
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INDIANS
sibly the strangest homesiand
in Indians history.
Cleveland's home opener al
lacobs Field was slopped by
snow and the club had its entire
four-game series against Seattle
postponed last weekend by a
blizzard and cold weather.
The next series was switched
to Milwaukee's Miller Park,
where the Indians played the
l.os Angeles Angels three limes
under a retractable roof.
So after taking two of three
from Chicago, the Indians went
4-2 on a 10-game homestand
with three of those games taking place in a National League
ballpark 450 miles away.
Weird enough for you?
Sabathia credited manager
Brie Wedge for keeping (he
Indians focused despite the
numerous distractions.
" Before we went lo M i Iwaukee
he said, Keep focused and just
try lo win the series,' and that's
what we did, "he said.
"He didn't want to hear any
complaining or anything like
that. We just went to M i lwau kee
and (hen came home and won
(he series this weekend."

7
9

3

7:00PM

Show Starts @ 8:00PM

STATE/WORLD
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BOMB
From Paqe 8
steady progress..we haveakuifi
way lc> go," Real Adm. Mark
iox,.11is miliiai\ spokesman
in Baghdad, told reporters yesterday, "We will continue to
race attacks from those who
attempt to rear down what the
Iraqi people have worked SO
haul to build."
i he crackdown Is believed to
have driven many Insurgents
from llaglulacl. and violence
has soared in areas outside

the capital such as the bomb
inn in the Shiite holy city ol
Karbala that killed IT people
and wounded 224 Saturday.
Hill violence has spiked
upward again in Baghdad.
with yesterday's six bombings
coming just three days aftei
a suicide bombei blew himself up inside parliament and
killed a lawmaker.
I his week has been difficult lor the Iraqi people," Fox
acknowledged.
The carnage caused some

to voice doubts about the
Baghdad crackdown.
"The security plan has
made more troubles lor Iraqis
than helping them." said
luma'a Khamis, 42, a technician who lives in the capital.
I here have Been no positive
results. It's a failure, and so is
I he govern men I."
Others retained hope that

the campaign could carve out
breathing room for Iraqi lories
to regain control ol (he lily
"We need to build our security forces, and step by step
we can achieve stability," said
\assir Amir, a 31-year-old civil
engineer. "I he Iraqi govern
menl is trying its best but it
laces a lot of difficulties ... It
needs more time
mayheone
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yeai at least."
Violence isn't the only threat
to the government A pullout
by the al-Sadr faction, which
provided the crucial voles that
put al-Mallkl in office, could
collapse' his already shaky

regime,
Al-Sadr's six followers on the
37-seal (Cabinet would officially
withdraw fromthegovemment
today, said Saleh al-Aujaili and
I lassan al-Rubaie, members of
the Satirist hloc in parliament.
I hey said al-Sadr's .10 legislators would stay in parliament
I he officials said al-Sadr
ordered the Cabinet ministers to quit in protest over
the airests of leaders in his
Shiite militia during the
Baghdad crackdown and for
the prime minister's failure
to hack setting a timetable
for U.S. withdrawal.
Earlier in the day. do/ens of
Iraqi police officers chanted
"No. no to America! Get out
occupiers!" during a protest ,ii ihe Hashacl station in
Baghdad's eastern neighbor
hood of Mashtal. U.S. troops
in two I lumvees and a Bradley
fighting vehicle watched from
a distance.
Officers complained that
American troops do not treat
them with respect, hut it wasn't

clear if any specific incident set
off the demonstration.
I he day's first bombings
came at midday, when two
cars packed with explosives
blew tip five minutes apart in
a Busy market area of Shurta
Itahia, a mostly Shiite area of
western Baghdad.
The first detonated in front
of a kebab restaurant, and
the second went off as rescuers were evacuating victims,
police1 said. Main women and
children were reported among

the 18 dead and SO wounded.
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1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
25
26
29
31
35
37
39
40
43
44
45

Hatteras or Canaveral
Piece ol broken pottery
Crowds gone wild
Caspian feeder
Vietnam's capital
In a frenzy
Hit where one lives?
Puniabi princess
Surfer's inhalations
Talked idly
Letter opening, often
CNN word
Tease
Pindar works
Ot the teeth
God ot love
Elec. measures
Spooky
European landmass
Outlit
Connery or Penn
PGA pegs

■
46
48
50
51
53
55
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
26
27
28
30
32
33
34
36
38
41

Swear, casually
Comic Johnson
Medic or normal lead-in
Disney's middle name
Union general
Expression of derision
Shortly
Word before candle or
numeral
Counted calories
Hugger-mugger
Actor Sharif
Treat for Rover
Lose traction
Metric wt.
Twixt's partner
Office subs
Mutineer
Baghdad resident
Round mass
Swiftness
Positioned accurately
Felt unwell
Fewest
Skipped, as a fishing
lure
Sluggish one
Mimicry

Lend an ear
Opera singer
EPA-banned substance
Snare
Hoist
Hive resident
Gauguin location
Declare
Certain female dancers
Country road
Cream of the crop
Iditarod terminus
Ran away
Title documents
Leg joint
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Those asked
Collared
Distant
U.S. family of artists
Use one's gray cells
50%
Track shape
Hawaiian bird
Author Wiesel
Privy to
Domesticate
Words of understand
ing
Inc. in Great Britain
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

<">www.(lacor.iiei
or call 419.352.3568

:>I9 Wast Waaslar Bawllna Grnori

For Rent

For Rent

BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN
Race against AIDS. April 21. 2007
REGISTER TODAY! 419378-0356

Give it to me, Give It to me!
OAR Tickets that is1
www.bgsu.musictoday.com

The BG News
Advertising Sales Position
Fall 07 Spring '08
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours. Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.

1 or 2 female subleasers needed
The Enclave II Apts. Fully turn.. 4
bdrms.. 4 bathrms., free laundry.
Rent $350 mo. plus util. Willing to
negotiate. Contact Megan 419-3089228 or Deidre 330-730-0596.

AVAILABLE AUG. 15.2007
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E. Reed. 3 bdrm . 2 bath.AC
$1000.
606 5th St 3 bdrm. 2 bath. AC.$850
443 N Enterprise. 3 bdrm. apt. $550
819 N. Summit. 2 bdrm house $400
112 Ridge St. 1-2 bdrm. apts. $350
CALL 419-308-2458

Services Offered

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

Looking lor 1 ticket tor Graduation
ceremony on May 5th at 9:30am.
Will pay top dollar. Email or call Joe:
330-730-3646.10sephp@bgsu.edu
Make up to $75 per online survey:
www.CashToSpend.com.

Help Wanted
Personals

'BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement opportunities. 1-888-277-9787 or
www.collegepro.com
Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www.DataAdEntry.com
Looking lor student/teacher 10 choreograph a gumcenita. Latin/hip hop
routines. Call 419-308-7101.

1</2 Blocks From Campus
Move in during May or June
Move in after that and get

1 Month Freer

1 Bedroom & Studios Available
C/A, Pats Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term Leases Avail
419-35?-7891
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Help Wanted

and get 2 Months Free!*

Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
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Wanted

Management Inc.
Renting for
2007/2008

Hillsdale Apt*.
t082Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher 8, Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR

From Page 8
lished diplomatic relations
in 1993 following hundreds
of years of painful relations
between Catholics and lews.
Many sensitive issues remain
unresolved,
including
the
Vatican's actions during the
Nazi genocide of lews.
The Vatican has struggled
to defend its wartime pope as
it pushes his sainthood cause,
insisting that I'ius spearheaded
discreet diplomacy that saved
thousands of lews.
The disputed photo caption
first appeared in 2005, when Yad
Vashem opened its new museum. Shortly after, the previous
Vatican ambassador asked that
it he changed.
But Yad Vashem has not done
so, insisting its research on the
pope's role was accurate.
The memorial service is traditionally attended by all foreign
ambassadors to Israel or their
representatives. Had Franco
stated away, Yad Vashem said it
would have been the first time
a foreign emissary deliberately
skipped the ceremony.
Holocaust
Remembrance
Day, which commemorates
the (i million Jews killed by the
Nazis during World War II, is
observed from sundown yes
terday to sundown today with
memorial ceremonies, somber
music on the radio and historical documentaries and movies
on national television. Today at
10a.m., sirens will wail throughout Israel for two minutes with
Israelis standing silently to
remember the victims.
Yad Vashem spokeswoman
Iris Rosenberg said the memorial appreciated Franco's decision, calling it "the right thing
to do."

Campus Events

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
TWO-FOR-TWO PIZZA
2 PM - 9 PM
352-9638

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

HOLO

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

mo

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve unit:

352-1520

Needed, bar and wait staff at
Porky s in Weston. OH.
Send resume to
porkys_resume@earthlink.net
or call 419-344-2058.

1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843.

05 Honda EXL Accord. 2 door., fully
loaded, moon-root. XM radio. Best
offer 419-345-1001.

2 bdrm apt turn & unfurn.
1 bdrm apt for grad student.
419-352-3445 or 419-308-1287.

Enclave II waives $75 app. lee by
signing over my 12 mo. May to May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087

2 bdrm. apt 4th St. $525 month ♦
utilities. Available August 7. S for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

For summer/tall lease. 3 students to
share 3 bed. 2 bath condo in residential area, on west side ol town.
$340 ea mo plus util. Respond to
372-7373 or judyiac@bgsu.edu.

Buy / Sell / Trade / Rent
New Or Used
DVD's / Video Games /
Game Systems I And More
www.ubboa.com 419-494-1588
CASH FOR BOOKS
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26
Ranch house. 3 bdrm.. 1 bath. Great
location, quiet neighborhood. Lots of
updates. $142,000. 419-308-4162

Servers needed1! Experience req.
Apply in person 100 N. Main St.
N. Baltimore. OH. 419-2570203.

"07-08 Rental 1 & 2 bdrm apts. 303
E. Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv. UP TO 8 All
next to campus, $5 Web.Call 419353-0325 9am-9pnvlisting 24/7 (§>
316 E. Merry 3 All close to dntn. t
more updates ©CARTYRENTALS.
COM

Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used lor internship credit. 866-275-2782.

07 - 08 School Year
1,2 S 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.
1 S 3 bdrm. apts. on Manville by
Water Tower. Available May 8 Aug.
419-352-5239
1 bdrm avail, in Enclave 1. Fully furnished, free internet, willing to discount rent. Call: 419-376-0270.

2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D, $650
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st.
419-287-4337.
2 subleasers needed lor 2 bdrm.apt
May-Aug. Very spacious. W/D. $290
per person plus util. 419-217-7755.
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pels allowed for 2007-2008.
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525.
3 bdrm house. $800 plus utils. Avail
8/16. Sm. pet allowed. 404 S. College 419.352.4850 S 419.352.6948
4 bdrm. unlurn. house. 1st block ol
Manville. Redecorated May '06.
available May 07. 419-352-5239.
525 N. Prosped-3 bdrm., 2 bath, 2
car garage. $1000/M Avail, in May.
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500 M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth, 3 bdrm. 2 bath, townhse
$800'M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494
812 Third St. 2 story, 3 bdrm, 1
bath. $840 a mo. •util. 5 blocks from
campus. Private, fenced in backyard. Coin W/D. Very clean. Avail.
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812.
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans

Available August 15. 2007 3 bdrm.
house. 227 E. Reed. $1000 per mo
1 bdrm. apts. $300 S $350 per mo
Year lease req. All close to BGSU.
Call 419-308-2458

For Sale

For Rent

Sleep away summer camp tor inner
city youth now hiring. Apply online at
www.bgctoledo.org

12 month leases starting May 2007
424 S College - 3 BR House
$795 + util.
605 5th St. -3BRApt.
$675 + util.
818 2nd St -2 BRApt.
$500 • gas elec
849 6th St. - 1 BR Apt.
$325 • util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester S yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www,buck.eyeinnapdsiudios,com

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks
419-352-7070.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:

1 bdrm near city park. $515 per mo.
incl heat & water cathedral ceilings,
very nice, no pets1 $300 dep. + 1st
& last month's rent. 419-494-1722.

Are you looking for an apartment
this summer? Call 614-551-2772.

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apart.

354-6036
May 07- Aug 08 lease
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Houses/Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otficeopen10-2MF
www.boaDar1menls.com
Quiet tenants preferred
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm.,
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus.
May . lease. $1500 mo. plus utiities.
419-340-2500.
Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419-352-0590
Quiet. 1 bedroom unturn. apt. on S.
College Dr. Available August $360.
Call 419-352-9378.
Summer lease. Furn. 1 bdrm. apt.
Private bathrm.. W/D, A/C, swim
pool S more. $350 + util. 1st mo
rent 1/2 price. 330-284-4243
The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments
$395.00 - $450.00
Quiet location, Laundry on Site
www.ughighlandingml.com
Highland Management
419-354-6036

• Ground floor ranch
•
•
■
■

Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

FREE HEAT
VAUWT' UHJAMt
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

www.buckeyeinnandstudios.com

Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell lor The BG News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours. Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.

419-353-7715

£j

Falafels

1

Every
Monday

SOUTH
SIDE
419.352.8639-737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

Shuttle stop across the street
$525/month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

\^

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

•

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecilylce.com
MOFXPERIf IK I Nt I IK 1) ■
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1-800-899-8070

